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In finite dimensions, the amalgam of symplectic geometry, intersection 
theory, and variational problems has evolved into a rich and active area of 
current research. For example, using intersection theory on a certain Grassmann 
manifold, Arnol’d [2] has established asymptotic formulas for eigenvalues 
of the (stationary) Schrodinger equation. Weinstein [21] has obtained results 
expressing the number of solutions of a perturbed Hamiltonian system in terms 
of the topology of the manifold of solutions. Most recently, Duistermaat [a 
has given, perhaps, the first truly finite-dimensional proof of the Morse index 
theorem for geodesics with general boundary conditions. All of this work 
involves topological intersection theory for Lagrangian subspaces (discussed 
in Section 1) or, more generally, Lagrangian manifolds. 
In this paper, our goal will be first (Part I) to elaborate an analog, in infinite 
dimensions, for the Lagrangian intersection theory, which we shall apply 
(Part II) to obtain (Morse) index theorems for elliptic boundary deformation 
problems. Thus, in Section 1 we extend the setting of the finite-dimensional 
Lagrangian Grassmannian A(n) to an infinite-dimensional manifold 3/l, , 
consisting roughly of compact translations of a fixed Lagrangian subspace 
of a (Banach) symplectic vector space. We establish next (in Theorem 2.1) 
that the topology of F/l, corresponds to the stable homotopy structure of 
the sequence /l(n), n 4 CO, of Grassmann manifolds. As a consequence, the 
Maslov-Arnol’d intersection theory extends without a hitch to F/l,. In 
Section 4, we shall indicate how to compute the intersection index for a con- 
tinuous curve of Lagrangian subspaces in FA, (Theorem 4.1, Part II; see 
the following article). 
This construction affords new invariants for the study of infinite-dimensional 
problems in analysis; e.g., elliptic partial differential operators. In Section 5 
(Part II), we develop a particular application-Morse index theory for elliptic 
boundary deformation problems, which generalizes previous work of Smale 
[15] and Uhlenbeck [19]. 
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As a point of departure; if one regards the properties of the Fredholm index 
as a sort of “r,,-theory” for operators, then in the present work we shall be 
concerned with the ?r,-theory. That is, we pass from connected components 
of operators (Fredholm index) to components of paths of operators (Maalov- 
Arnol’d index). 
1. THE FRRDHOLM-LAGRANGIAN GRASS~MANNIAN .9A, 
Let the pair (E, w) denote a symplectic Banach space; that is, w is a real 
continuous skew-symmetric bilinear form on E, such that w is nondegenerate- 
the induced map wb: E -+ E*, e t+ w(e, *) is a toplinear isomorphism. A 
discussion of such forms on Banach spaces may be found in [I81 or [20]. 
DEFINITIONS. Associated with (E, w), the real symplectic group Sp(E, W) 
consists of (linear) automorphisms A: E + E such that W(X, y) = w(Ax, Ay), 
for all x, y in E. The Fredholm symplectic group, Sp,(E) = Sp,(E, w) is the 
closed normal subgroup of Sp(E) consisting of operators of the form “Id + K,” 
where K is compact. 
An isotropix subspace F of E has the property that w j F x F = 0, or equiva- 
lently, F CFw, where Fw = {e E E: w(e,f) = 0, for all f~ F). An isotropic 
subspace F is called Lugrangiun if for some isotropic subspace G, E = F @ G; 
and, in that case both F and G are maximal: F = Fw, G = Gw. In finite dimen- 
sions the systematic study of Lagrangian subspaces stems from the work of 
Arnol’d [2]. The totality of Lagrangian subspaces A(E, w), called theLagrangian 
Grussmunniun, is a Banach variety, whose properties have been considered 
elsewhere [17, 181. Given a Lagrangian subspace F, E admits “Darboux 
coordinates” (Weinstein [20]): There is an isomorphism A: E --f F x F* such 
that A*S = w, i.e., w(x, y) = Q(Ax, Ay), where Q is the natural symplectic 
form on F x F* defined by Q[(e, 01) (f, @)] = 01 .f - /I . e. 
From the definitions, it follows that the symplectic group acts on Lagrangian 
subspaces by sending a Lagrangian subspace to its image under a symplectic 
operator. Then the Fredholm symplectic group Sp,(E) also acts on Lagrangian 
subspaces, and we may denote the orbit of a fixed subspace F as %A, = 
Sp,(E) . F. This orbit is called the Fredholm-Lugrangian Grassmunnian at F. 
This is the analog of the situation in finite dimensions, where the symplectic 
group acts transitively on A(E, w). 
The structure PA, may be topologized as a homogeneous space of the group 
Sp,(E). Thus, if GF,= denotes the stabilizer subgroup of Sp,(E) which fixes 
F, we simply require that the natural bijection 
94 - SP,(E)IGP., ; A -F-T(A) 
define a homeomorphism, where 7~ is the usual projection of Sp,(E) onto the 
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coset space, which is given the quotient topology. It is useful to have on hand 
a precise characterization of the Banach group G,,, , well known in finite 
dimensions. 
Define the Fredholm group of a Banach space F to be the set GL,(F) = 
{IX F--f F ] OL - id, is compact}. Let Q,(F*) d enote the vector space of compact 
maps /3: F* -+ F which induce symmetric bilinear forms on F*. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For a Jixed Lagrangian subspace F, identify (E, W) with 
the canonical symplectic space (F x F*, 52). Then elements of G,,, have the block 
characterization 
AZ O1 
[ 
4 
0 I (a*)-’ ’ with LYE GL,(F) and fi E Qe(F*). 
Consequently, the map A H (LY, 8) is a diffeomorphism of G,,, onto GL,(F) x Qc(F*). 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose A E G,,, and A ] F = id, with A 1 F* = B: F* + 
F x F*. Then if rrF and r F* are the coordinate projections, we may write 
B = nFB + ~,a = p + mF,B = /I + id,. . Thus, /3 = rr,B and Graph /3 = 
Im B with j3: F* + F. Hence, A = [: 71 and /3 is symmetric since ,4 is 
symplectic. Because A = I + K, for a compact map K, /3 must be compact. 
Case 2. In the general case, A 1 F = ol: F -+ F, and the operator 
[ 
0 
; (a*)-l 1 
-1 
okI 
satisfies case 1. Q.E.D. 
This representation will play an important role in the next section, in which 
we examine the topology of $A,. First, however, we shall define an atlas 
of charts for FA, , which yields a differential structure compatible with the 
(homogeneous space) topology defined above. 
Since FE PA, , there is a Lagrangian subspace G such that E = F @ G. 
We shall define a chart map r,,, on the domain Uo = {F’ E FA,: E = F’ @ G}. 
The map r,., assigns to each Lagrangian subspace F’ E Uo the symmetric 
form r F,G(F’) = fl on F defined by the relations ,8(x, y) = w(Ax, y); x, y E F, 
and F’ = {x + 9x: x E F} = graph rZ, for some linear map A: F + G. That 
/3 is symmetric, follows from the fact that F and G are isotropic subspaces. 
The association of F’ with the map A is, of course, the usual chart map for the 
Grassmannian variety on a Banach space (see Douady [4]). Note that F’ = 
Im(+A)andF’=Im(l+K)IFf or some symplectic map I + K E Sp,(E), 
with K compact. Therefore, for each fi EF, there exists fi EF such that 
(1) fi =fi+rKfzi 
(2) Afi = TcKfz 3 
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where rF and rc are the coordinate projections. Substituting (1) and (2) we 
may conclude that ,4 = zrcK 1 F - A+K 1 F and thus, A: F + G must be 
compact, since K is compact and compositions with K are also compact. Hence, 
the chart map r,,, is a bijection of U, onto QJF), the Banach space of compact 
symmetric maps p: F + F*. 
The chart depends on both F and G. If we consider the overlap map 
[r,,,,,] 0 [r,,,]-l = 4; then 4 is an affine isomorphism if G = G’, and for 
F = F’, 9: OL --f p where a! = w(Ax, y), /3 = w(Br,y) such that B = 
(I+ C) ,4(1- CA)-I. The map C: G --f F is given by the relation 
w(Cx, y) = r,>,(G’)(.T Y), for all X, y E G. 
For explicit computations of these results, consult Douady [4, p. 161. In 
the general case of arbitrary Lagrangian subspaces {F, G,F’, G’} the overlap 
map 4 may be decomposed into factors falling into the above cases. 
Moreover, these charts are differentiably compatible with the representation 
of F/l, as the homogeneous space Sp,(E)/G,,, , where the latter is equipped 
with the ultique differential structure arising from the assumption that the 
projection 7~: 5$,(E) + Sp,(E)/G,,, is a submersion (see [9]). As in finite 
dimensions, Q,(E) is locally modeled on its “Lie algebra” op,(E) consisting 
of compact injnitesimally symplectic maps, i.e. those A for which w(Ax, y) = 
-W(X, Ay), for all N, y E E. From the characterization of Proposition 1 .l, the 
stabilizer G,,, is locally modeled on C(F) x Qe(F*), where C(F) denotes the 
Banach space of compact operators on F. Chart maps for the groups Sp,(E) 
and % are given by the exponential map. Elements of dp,(E), have the canonical 
form, for the decomposition E E F x F*, 
T = [; -“,*I3 for A E C(F), BE QJF*), and C E QJF). 
This follows directly from the requirement that w(Tx, y) = -OJ(S, Ty) for al1 
x, y E F x F*. Therefore, the exact sequence 
T&F,, - T,Sp, TI”_ T,r[~~cl%.cl 
splits, and by the implicit function theorem, n is a locally trivial fibration. 
Note that if T,JSpe/Gp,e] is identified with Qe(F) g TrSpJT,GF,, , the dif- 
ferential at the identity is T,n(T) = w(Tx, y), R, y E F. 
However, from the charts given above for szil, , the orbit map 01~: Sp,(E) + 
94, has the easily computed differential T&T) = w( TX, y). As a consequence, 
the natural bijection 0: Sp,/G,., -+ PA, defined by the relation &r = 01~ is a 
local and, hence, global diffeomorphism. We summarize the above discussion 
in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let (E, w) be a symplectic Banach space, and F, as above, 
a Jixed Lagrangian subspace. Then the Lagrangian Grassmannian SA, may be given 
the structure of an analytic Banach manifold with the atlas {UG , I’F,C}E=F,B)C 
de$ned above. Moreover, PA, is difeomorphic to the Banach homogeneous space 
SPJGF., . 
Remarks. These results correspond to similar findings in finite dimensions, 
[2, 71 where the reader may find more details. For information on Banach 
Lie groups of the type of Q,(E), consult de la Harpe [9]. 
2. THE HOMOTOPY CLASSIFICATION OF FA, 
In the following suppose that (E, W) is a symplectic Banach space, which 
admits a Darboux decomposition (E, w) z (F x F*, Q). Assume also that F 
has a Schauder basis {fi}~zl ; that is, every element f 6 F may be represented 
as f = x-i”=, aifi , where the choice of scalars ai is unique, and the series con- 
verges in the norm topology of F. This assumption is not very restrictive; 
only recently have some rather contrived examples appeared of separable 
Banach spaces which do not admit a basis (cf. [8]). 
The Banach space F* admits a “dual basis” {fi*}& , where fi* is the coef- 
ficient functional defined by setting fi*(xj ajfj) = ai . F* admits such a basis, 
whenever F is reflexive (Singer [14, Corollary 12.21). 
Thus, we may form a “flag” of finite-dimensional symplectic vector spaces 
E,, = F, x F,*, such that F, = span{fi}E1 , F,* = span{fi*}yzl , The form 
Q, = Q 1 E, x E, is nondegenerate on E, . Clearly, the linear manifold 
E, = uz==, E, is dense in E. (Identify E with F x F*.) 
We may define a family of projections {P,}, P,: E ---, E such that P,(f, +) = 
(& aifi , xy=, bifi*) E E, for f = XT:, aifi and 4 = xi”=, b,f,*. Let GL(n) 
denote the subgroup of the general linear group on E consisting of operators 
A: E - E for which E, and (I - P,)E are invariant subspaces and 
-4 1 (I - P,)E = id. Let Sp(n) denote the subgroup of GL(n) whose elements 
are also symplectic. Obviously, for each n, Sp(n) is isomorphic to the finite- 
dimensional symplectic group Sp(E, , Q,). Suppose /l(n) signifies the orbit 
of Lagrangian subspaces Sp(n) F, under the action of Sp(n). Then A(n) C 
/l(n + 1) C ... is an expanding sequence of submanifolds of ,FA, such that 
for each n, cl(n) is diffeomorphic to the finite-dimensional Lagrangian 
Grassmannian A(E, , Q,) of n-dimensional isotropic subspaces of E, . 
The direct limit /l(a) = MI cl(n) consists of the set l-l:=:=, A(n), equipped 
with the strongest (finest) topology for which each inclusion /l(n) + /l(a) is 
continuous. Although a topological manifold, fl( co) is not modeled on a Banach 
space but rather on a locally convex space isomorphic to R”, the direct sum 
of denumerably many copies of the reals R. 
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Our present goal is to establish the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. The inclusion map j: A( co) -+ *A, is a homotopy equivalence. 
This result reduces the determination of the homotopy type of 9A, to the stable 
homotopy of the sequence A(n). The proof will be based on a series of lemmas, 
the$rst of which is due to Palais [12, Theorem 171. 
LEMMA 1 (Palais). Let X denote a locally convex topological vector space 
(LCTVS), and X, an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces such 
that U,, X, is dense in X. Suppose V is an open subset of X and V, = V n X,, , 
V, =lim Vn, the inductive limit space. 
V, -t-&s a homotopy equivalence. 
Then, if X is metrizable the inclusion 
Recall that a weak homotopy equivalence is a continuous map f: X + Y 
which induces isomorphisms on all the homotopy groups of X and Y, i.e. for 
each n, f*: m,X + n,Y is a group isomorphism. A proof of the next lemma, 
which goes back to Whitehead, may also be found in Palais [12]. 
LEMMA 2. Let X and I’ be topological manifolds which are either metrizable 
or have the homotopy type of ANR’s (absolute nesghborhood retracts). Then any 
weak homotopy equivalence3 X--f Y is a homotopy equivalence. 
The group Sp( co) is a closed subgroup of the inductive limit group GL( OI) = 
MI GL(n) with the induced topologies. Let n,: GL(c0) --f GL(oo)/Sp(a~) 
denote the natural projection onto the coset space, to which we give the quotient 
topology. Similarly Sp,(E) is a closed subgroup of the Fredholm group GL,(E), 
and there is a natural map nr,: GL,(E) --, GL,(E)/Sp,(E), onto the resultmg 
Banach homogeneous space. The space GL,(E)/Sp,(E) admits a differentiable 
structure-unique if n, is required to be a submersion (de la Harpe [9]). 
LEMMA 3. rrC and ST= defuse (locally trivial) fibrations. 
Proof. The case for ne is easier, as the spaces involved are Banach manifolds 
and we may use the implicit function theorem. rG is a “split-submersion,” 
i.e., the vector bundle exact sequence 
TSP, =i TGL, =n, - 
splits. At the identity, for example, we have 
T,GL, g Ker T,rr, 0 Im T,P, , 
which corresponds to the Banach space decomposition 
C(E) = c, @ c, 
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of compact operators, C(E), into those for which, respectively, the form &Ix, y) 
is symmetric or alternating. Here, we have identified the spaces T,,,[GLJSp,] 
and T,GL,/T&, . Local triviality follows from the implicit function theorem 
(Lang [ll, p. 121). 
The same argument implies that for each n the projection nr,: GL(n) - 
GL(n)/Sp(n) is locally trivial. We shall show that rroj is the direct limit bundle 
of the sequence rrn . 
Since, for each n, r(n) is a submersion, there exist open neighborhoods 
of the identity, Z;m C GL(n) and I/;, C Sp(n), and homeomorphisms (in fact, 
diffeomorphisms) ii,,: I’, x IVm + lVn = rr,(U,) such that rr,, = p,h, and the 
following diagram commutes: 
The map pn denotes projection onto the second component, and the vertical 
arrows are inclusions. Dotted arrows signify passage to the direct limit space. 
By a theorem in Dugundji [5, Appendix Two, Theorem IS] the induced map 
h, is a homeomorphism and rr, = p,h, . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. The natural map GL(oo)/Sp(co) + GLJSp, dejnes a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by reducing the lemma to Lemma 1. As in 
Lemma 3, we may set C,(E) = {KE C(E) 1 w(Kx, y) is alternating). Also, 
define C,(a) = lim C=(n), where C,(n) = PnC(E)P, n C,(E). 
Let @,: GL,(E) --+ C,(E) be the mapping given by A + AmA -- Id. Here, 
the operator Au is the w-adjoint of A, defined by the expression w(/P~,y) = 
w(x, Ay). The d’ff 1 erential of De at the identity is given by D,@,(B) = B + B” 
for B E C(E). Hence, D,@,: C(E) -+ C,(E) is surjective, as is each derivative, 
and by the implicit function theorem (Lang [ll, p. 121 DC maps onto an open 
subset V of C,(E). Set V, = V n C,( co). Now, Qc factors through the quotient 
GLJSp, as @,: GL,(E) +*c GL,ISp, _thc V. We may express h, as the chain 
r,(A) -+ A*w --+ w(AwA., .) - AuA - Id. The form A*w is the pull-back 
A*w(x, y) = OJ(AX, Ay), X, y E E, of the symplectic form w by A, which remains 
skew-symmetric. Taking w,(A) to be the left coset, h, is independent of repre- 
sentative; since elements of Sp, preserve w under pull-back. It follows that h, 
is a homeomorphism onto I? A similar argument may be given to define a 
homeomorphism h, of GL(co)/Sp(c~) onto I/, . 
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Finally, since the inclusion map V, --+ V is a homotopy equivalence 
(Lemma l), the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first show that the inclusion Sp(o0) -•f Sp, is a 
homotopy equivalence. Since rr, and rrrn are fiberings (Lemma 3) we may 
form (Hu [IO]) the coupled long exact sequence for n 2 0: 
- ~n+JGU~)/W~)l- or& - ~nGL(~) - ~nW(~)lW~)l- 
r 
I 
i* Ii* slk* s/j* 
- ~n+JGLclS~cl - rn(S~c) - nn(GLc) - ~nWc/S~cl --
where r* denotes the nth homotopy group. As j* and k, (induced from inclusion 
maps) are group isomorphisms-j, by Lemma 4 and k, by Lemma 1 -we 
may conclude that for every n, i, is an isomorphism. Now from Lemma 2, 
the inclusion i: So -+ Sp, is a homotopy equivalence. 
A completely analogous proof will finish the theorem, for there exist homeo- 
morphisms (Section 1): A(W) s Sp(co)/G,(co) and FA, s +,/G,(c). From 
the decomposition of GF(c) (Proposition 1.1), and Lemma 1, it follows that the 
inclusion GF( 00) + G,(c) is a homotopy equivalence. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (of Theorem 2.1). The following assertions hold for the homotopy 
and singular homology and cohomology groups of .FA,: 
(i) rrO(SAF) = 0, and hence FA, is path-connected, 
(ii) the fundamental group is injinite cyclic, 
(iii) H1(FAF, 2) E H’(gA,, Z) s Z. 
Proof. The zeroth and first stable homotopy groups of A(n) are n&t(n)) = 0 
and nr(n(n)) z Z, which are the homotopy groups for fl(cc) = lim A(n). 
(Arnol’d [2].) Therefore, (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 2.1. 
Now, since H1(Jco), Z) = lim H1(Jn), Z), part (iii) follows from the 
Hurewicz theorem (Spanier [16, p. 3941 and the corresponding duality for each 
44* Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the next section, we shall interpret this corollary from the point 
of view of oriented intersection theory on F/l, . 
3. THE MASLOV INDEX ON FA, 
In finite dimensions the Maslov index is a homomorphism ind,: H,(/l(n),Z)+Z 
which is a generator for the first cohomology group W(A(n), Z) (see Arnol’d [2]). 
The map ind, may be constructed as the oriented intersection number of an 
element of H,(Jn), Z) (or equivalently of nl(A(n))) with a codimension-1 
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cycle MII in A(n), called the MusEov Cycle. A representative for m is obtained by 
fixing a Lagrangian subspace ME cl(n), and setting ?x(M) = {L E cl(n) ] 
L n M + 01, i.e., the set of subspaces which meet M nontransversally. The 
closed set D!(M) is a singular variety stratified into submanifolds cl”(n, M) = ’ 
(L E A(n) / dim(L n M) = K} of codimension +K(K + I), for each K. The set 
M(M) is the topological closure of fli(n, M), and for each R, 0 < K 6 71, one 
has clk(n, M) = Uj>k flj(n, M). Of course, the open submanifold /l”(n, M) 
is a chart domain, as in Section 1, above. For more properties of (1(n), consult 
Duistermaat [6, 71. 
We would like to extend the Maslov index to act on l-cycles in the Fredholm 
Lagrangian Grassmannian. We can define the index ind, on Hi(/l(co), 2) 
by setting ind,[B] = ind,[8,], where the closed loop en is a representative of 
the cycle [0] which lies in some n(n). We may now define the index on T/l, 
by setting ind9 = ind, 0 (j&l, where j*: Hi(/l( co), 2) + Hi(F-flF , 2) is the 
isomorphism induced from the homotopy equivalence j of Theorem 2.1. 
Defined in this way, ind9 is a generator of Hl(F/l,, Z), since the same holds 
for each /l(lz). Thus, the value of indA on a closed loop may be identified with 
the homology class of the loop. 
Now, we address ourselves to the problem of computing the Maslov index, 
which is rather distinct from its definition. The underlying idea is to express 
ind3- as a pairing of a smooth representative of a given homology class with 
a representative of the Maslov cycle in F/l,, such that the pairing is given 
by the oriented intersection number. This procedure was exploited by Schwartz 
[13] as a means of establishing “Poincare duality” for smooth manifolds. A 
student of his, Callahan [3], extended the method to include Banach manifolds. 
According to the latter treatment (Theorem VI-2), a satisfactory intersection 
theory will exist based on transversely intersecting (oriented) K and codimension 
k submanifolds of F/l,. The term “satisfactory” means that the intersection 
number yields an isomorphism of Hk(sAF) with W(FA,) by identifying the 
latter with the homology group “H&sAF),” for coefficients in Z or Z, . 
In the present paper, we shall concern ourselves only with the case k = 1, 
for the intersection theory. However, in order to compute the intersection 
number in a general situation, it will be necessary to define a certain family 
of distinguished submanifolds of s/l,. Thus, as in the finite-dimensional 
case, we set 
S&(M) = {GE FA,: dimF n G =j}. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the following hold for a symplectic space E, 
w(EsF x F*): 
(a) E is Hilbertable 01 all charts A,O(N) are open and dense in A,(E, w), 
(b) FrF*= G, 
(c) dim(F n G) < co. 
505/28/2-3 
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Then for ewery j .< 00, F&j(G) is a closed submanifold of 9A, of codimension 
Mi + 1). 
Remarks. Some explanation of condition (a) is in order. A,(& w) denotes 
the orbit of F under the action of the full symplectic group Sp(E, w), which 
may be given the structure of a manifold ( much as in Section 1 for FAF) such 
that a given chart A/(N) consists of all elements in A,(& w) which complement 
N in E (cf. [17]). If E is Hilbertable, both (a) and (b) follow. 
Proof (of Theorem 3.1). By (a), there exists a Lagrangian subspace N such 
that E = N @F = N 0 G. Represent G as the graph of a map A: F --+ N, 
which defines the symmetric bilinear form fic(x, y) = w(Ax, y) for X, y E F. 
Identify PC with a map F + F*. 
One may always find a closed subspace F, such that F = (F n G) @F, . 
With respect to this splitting /?o has the form of a block matrix 
0 0 [ 1 0 B 
such that the upper left block is j x j (we may assume dim(F n G) = j) and 
B: F, + F,* is symmetric and injective. We may always choose N so that B 
is also invertible, from condition (a) and the fact that the invertible maps 
F, -+ F,* are open. 
Now suppose F’ E FA,“(N) n FA$(G), which is the natural candidate for a 
chart domain of *A/(G). Representing F’ as a symmetric form pF, , as above, 
it follows that kernel & - flF,) = F’ n G. But /3c - fiF, = [& /‘xl, where 
-4: F n G + (F n G)* is symmetric and D: F,, -+ (F n G) * * with transpose 
map D*. Note that K: F, -+ (F,)* is compact and symmetric, sinceF’ E FA,O(N) 
and F’ lies in the orbit of F under the Fredholm symplectic group Sp,(E). 
Thus, ifF’ is close enough to F, the symmetric form B - K remains invertible 
with inverse (B - K)-l: F,* ---f F. . The map /3c - pF,: F + F* must have 
j-dimensional kernel and cokernel (by symmetry) in order that F’ E F&j(G). 
But then, as in finite dimensions, the “block matrices” are related by the 
equation A = D(B - K)-lD* for I;’ close to F, from the linear dependence 
of the matrix entries. This proves that *A&G) is an (algebraic!) submanifold 
of codimension $j(j + l), and the tangent space is easily characterized as the 
totality of compact symmetric maps of the form [j* g]. Q.E.D. 
Remark. This result essentially parallels corresponding assertions in finite 
dimensions (e.g., Duistermaat [7, p. 881). 
COROLLARY 1. Each manifold SA#‘(G) is connected, if the general linear 
group GL(G) is connected. 
Proof. Define a map f: sAl,j(G) -+ ri(G), given by the rule F’ --+ F’ n G, 
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where rj(G) denotes the Grassmannian manifold of j-dimensional subspaces 
of G. Since this latter manifold is the orbit of a j-dimensional space under the 
action of GL(G), it is connected. 
The map f is a submersion whose tangent map TFf can be expressed as the 
projection of a matrix [& i] onto the component D*: F n G -+ FO*, where 
F,, complements F n G as in the theorem’s proof. 
Hence, f defines a fibration whose fiber over G, = F n G may be identified 
with the Fredholm-Lagrangian Grassmannian FAF1oO(E/G,, , w,J, such that 
w,, is the induced (nondegenerate!) symplectic form on E/G,, arising from w 
on E. But .qA,,, 0 is connected (Theorem 3.1) and, hence, the corollary follows. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. The closure of PAd(G) in FA, is given by the set 
Ui2j F/l/(G) for each j < 00 and Lagrangian subspaces F and G. 
Proof. This result follows easily from the observation that the closure, 
in the space of symmetric operators, of operators of the form [i* 9 must 
contain all operators of that form such that the upper left block is an ith-order 
zero block for all i 3 j. Q.E.D. 
Now, we can define the Maslov set at G to be the subset @z(G) = FA,‘(G) = 
Unr FAFi(G). Note that ml(G) is the complement of the open, contractible 
subset FAr’J(G) in R/l, . The transversal intersection theory of Callahan [3] 
only holds a priori for the “regular part” of m(G); that is, the submanifold 
sAF1(G) represents a one-dimensional cocycle of F/l, via the intersection 
number. We denote this cocycle as +?+z. In fact, the Maslov set m(G) is a singular 
representative for m in that any closed loop passing through en(G) may be 
homotopically perturbed to a closed curve which intersects m(G) transversally 
and, hence, only in the “stratum” s/l,l(G). This is a consequence of standard 
transversality theorems (e.g., Abraham [I]) f rom which we know that for a dense 
set of closed curves 4 in the loop space of SA,, 4 is smooth and transversal 
to s/l,l(G) at every point (subspace) of %/lr in Im(4). 
Given such a smooth transversal curve 4: B -+ s/l,, + represents a 
homology class [+] in Hi(gAF , 2). As we are dealing with integral homology, 
we need to observe that FAF1(G) is oriented (actually “co-oriented”) in flA, . 
The tangent space TF , FA:(G) has a representation as a collection of sym- 
metric block matrices of the form [i* c] with respect to the splitting F’ = 
(F’ n G) OF, such that F’ n G is one-dimensional. Suppose 4 intersects 
$/l,l(G) at F’ = 4(to). Then, #(to) defines a symmetric form on F 
where “a” is a scalar in the one-dimensional space F’ n G. Thus, transversal 
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intersection simply means that a # 0, and fl~I,l(G) is two-sided: positive 
crossings of .FAFi(G) correspond to a > 0; negative crossings, a < 0. This 
establishes an orientation for s/I,l(G). 
The intersection number C# . F/l,l(G) is then simply defined as the finite 
sum x 51 such that &l is assigned to positive or negative crossings. This 
is an invariant up to homology class and hence, the integer [+] . YI = 4 /H(G) m= 
4 . FA,l(G) defines an index on H~(FLI~, Z), which, from the duality theory 
defines a generator for Hl(FA, , 2). 
Thus, the nfaslov index indg is the intersection number [d] 2,~ defined 
above. Assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, we may summarize this 
discussion as a theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. The Muslow set SPZ(G) = FAFt.FLIFo(G) represents an 
oriented cycle of codimension 1 in Ffl, . The Maslov index ind9 , given by the 
intersection number [O] + [O] . HZ, dejines a generator of IP(FAF , Z). 
Remarks. A similar theory would exist for an intersection number based 
on cycles of dimension $k(k + 1) and the family of submanifolds ~LI$(G), 
whose closure would define higher order Maslov sets ma”(G). This could be 
important (in applications) for problems with symmetry groups. 
We leave the following corollary to the reader: 
COROLLARY. If G’ E %A, , then the Maslov sets WA(G) and H(G’) define the 
same cohomology class HZ and, hence, the same Maslov index ind9 . 
Remark. In Part II, Section 4, we shall establish perturbation theorems for 
the calculation of the Maslov index of intersection for continuous curves of 
lagrangian subspaces. Such results will play a role in applications (Section 5). 
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